Steps of CORE ABILITY Assessment 2017-2018

**Step 1**
Select a course

*Due Jan. 8, 2018 using the online form.*
*Watch for information in the academic updates during the January in-service day.*

**Step 2**
Identify the core ability

**Step 3**
Identify the assignment

**Step 4**
Identify the AAC&U rubric that best aligns with your core ability and assignment

*Select a minimum of 3 categories from the AAC&U rubric to ensure alignment.*

**Step 5**
Conduct your assessment

**Step 6**
Report your data

*Complete the Core Ability Score Sheet and return it to assessment@minnesota.edu by May 8, 2018.*

Questions? Ask a member of the Assessment Work Group or email assessment@minnesota.edu.
Score Sheet Requests
Due 1.8.18

Score Sheet Request

Employee Portal>Files & Forms>Assessment of Student Learning>Core Ability Assessment

College-wide Core Abilities
Due 5.8.18
Email completed Core Ability Score Sheets to assessment@minnesota.edu